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CHAPTER 2 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1.    Mobile Payment Definition and Model 

As discussed in Chapter 1, m-Payment is defined as the use of a mobile device to conduct 

a payment transaction in which money or funds are transferred from a payer to a receiver 

via an intermediary, or directly without an intermediary [2]. While this definition includes 

mobile payment transactions conducted via mobile banking systems, a distinction 

between mobile payments and mobile banking services should be noted. Mobile banking 

services are based on the banks’ own legacy systems and offered for the banks’ own 

customers. Mobile payments, on the other hand, are offered as a new payment service to 

the retail market, which is characterized by [7]; 

• A multitude of competing providers such as banks and telecom operators. 

• Two different and demanding groups of adopters; consumers and merchants. 

• Challenges regarding standardization and compatibility of different payment 

systems.  

And the other notable difference between the m-Payment system and other electronic 

payment systems is that the identification of the customer (and the merchant). In the m-

Payment system, this identification is the GSM phone number or a proxy number. In 

other systems it is either the bank account number, or an interim account. 

m-Payment has been suggested as a solution to facilitate micro-payments in electronic 

and mobile commerce, and to provide an alternative for the use of cash at POS (Point Of 

Sale), ATM (Automated Teller Machine) and credit cards. m-Payment applications will 

differ from the standard e-commerce applications, because of the underlying technology 

has fundamental differences such as [9]; 
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• Portability for both customers and merchants: increase consumer convenience 

by reducing the need for coins and cash in small transactions and increasing 

the availability of purchase possibilities. 

• More flexibility, fast and easy to use. 

• Any where, any time: mobile payments provide consumers with ubiquitous 

purchase possibilities, timely access to financial assets and an alternative to 

cash payments. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: m-Payment Reference Model 

(Source: [7]) 
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Figure 4: m-Payment Transaction Model 

(Source [8]) 

 

 

2.2.   Players in the m-Payment Market and Their Expectations 

 

It is important to identify and understand the major players and their expectation in the m-

Payment model. As shown in the Figure 5, there are five major players and few indirect 

players involve with this model [11] [13]. Customer, Merchant, Mobile Operator, Device 

Manufacturer and Financial Service Firms are identified as the major players of the m-

Payment market as they directly involve with the payment model. 
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Figure 5: Players in the m-Payment Market 

(Source [13]) 

 

2.2.1.   Customers  

Customers and merchants are the major players of this model as they are the end users of 

this model. Any person having a mobile phone and a valid mobile service connection is a 

potential customer of this model. He can register with the m-Payment service and can use 

his mobile phone as a payment media. The expectations of a customer can be varied 

depending on his personal characteristics but still there are some common expectations of 

any customer such as personalized service, high security and trust, minimal learning 
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curve, availability of the service, low or zero additional cost, customer support, real time 

transactions status, capability of anonymous payment and person to person transactions 

[12] [13]. 

 

2.2.2.   Merchants 

Merchant also plays a major role in this model being an end user of the m-Payment 

service model. Merchant can be varied from a world wide super maker chain to a small 

retail out let and they can initiate a transaction using their POS, an internet payment 

gateways or a mobile phone which also acts as the merchant terminal. Expectations of 

merchants are more common and focus is on profitability and reliability. So the 

merchants more emphasize on the high security and trust, low or zero investment and 

usage cost, faster transaction time, real time status of transactions and all in one open 

interoperable device with backward and forward compatibility [12] [13]. 

 

2.2.3.   Mobile Operators & Service Providers 

m-Payment has opened the door for both service/network providers and content providers 

to a new market segment by launching innovative mobile Value Added Services (VAS). 

In some payment models operator or service provider acts as the both network and 

financial service provider where transactions are settled by the customer’s mobile bill. In 

mobile operator’s or service provider’s perspective, setting up cost or operating cost for 

m-Payment service is not considerable as creating  a m-Payment service is merely viewed 

as an extension  of existing mobile service or infrastructure. Therefore their expectation is 

on customer loyalty, potential to add value to existing services and new revenue channels 

[51]. 

 

2.2.4.   Device Manufacturers 

Mobile devices take many different forms including mobile phones or PDAs and m-

Payment turns the mobile phone into an always opened "shop window" in the hands of 

customers. Therefore device manufacturers heavily focus on using open and widely used 

standards, multi application capabilities, low time-to-market and large market adoption of 

new embedded hardware/software feature of the devices which give them a competitive 

advantage in the mobile market [11] [12]. 
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2.2.5.   Financial Services Firms 

Financial services firms which include banks, credit card companies, and payment 

processors handle the financial settlement side of the m-Payment model. Some firms use 

m-Payment as a VAS to the existing customer base and others market m-Payment as a 

separate revenue model. And most of the firms tend to use their existing infrastructure 

and payment methods to the new investment cost. So financial firms’ expectations focus 

on branding & customer loyalty, developing new business cases and secure & trusted 

payment service [13]. 

 

There are indirect players of the model that will have an influence on the model such as 

government, software providers and service providers. The government may involve in 

the regulation and tax imposes on m-Payment where as software providers may provide 

the necessary software for billing, transaction routing, customer and merchant 

management etc. 

 

 

2.3.    Factors Affecting in m-Payment Adaptation 

 

In technology adaptation analysis, it is very important to analyze the PEST (Political, 

Economic, Social and Technological) environments to find out the factors that effect on 

the adaptation. Even though m-payment technology adaptation emphasizes on technology 

factors, it is also important to consider other two factors, economic and social (Figure 6) 

[14] [15].  

 

2.3.1.   Technological Factors 

Technological factors include reliability of the system, security of the transactions and 

customer confidential data, latency of the transaction, transaction completeness and non-

repudiation [15]. Reliability of the system heavily depends on the availability of the 

system at any time and any where. Transaction completeness and non-repudiation also 

emphasize the reliability of the system. Security of the transaction and customer data is 

very important in financial systems. Security of the system will depend on the encryption 
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algorithms used, data transferring media, data transferring method, authentication 

algorithms etc. 
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Figure 6: Evaluating the Payment Systems over the m-Commerce 

(Source [14]) 

 

 

2.3.2.   Economic Factors 

In m-Payment adaptation, economic factors such as switching cost (both fixed and 

transaction cost), customer base, payment model and monetary convertibility is very 

important [14] [53]. Both the fixed and especially transaction cost should be lower than 

the alternative payment methods. And the adoption will heavily depend on the number of 

customers and merchants using the system.  

 

2.3.3.   Social Factors 

Social factors such as anonymity, privacy, convenience and merchant acceptance play a 

major role in m-Payment adaptation [54]. Anonymity is very important as the identity of 

the customer should not be revealed to other parties if the customer is unwilling to impart 
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this information. And customer’s spending patterns and income sources should not be 

revealed to other parties without his/her permission. m-Payment adaptation will heavily 

depend on the merchant acceptance of the transactions at any time and any where. Wide 

spread of merchant acceptance will drive the consumer to adapt m-Payment more and it 

also improve the convenience of using the system.  

 

 

2.4.    m-Payment Technologies for Consumer 

m-Payment services for consumers can be categorized as mobile banking, mobile 

shopping, mobile download, mobile cash, interpersonal transactions and mobile ticketing 

[16]. There are two main types of m-Payment methods namely payment via bank 

accounts or credit card and payment via phone bill [11] [12]. Mobile phone is the most 

widely used media for transactions where as SMS and WAP are the most widely used 

technologies for m-Payment. Recently Near Field Communication (NFC), the technology 

used to link mobile devices with payment and contact less system by embedding mobile 

contact less services in the SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card was introduced by 

mobile market leaders such as Nokia but it is still in the preliminary stage of 

development. So with this research it is more emphasized on the mobile phone as the 

payment media and SMS and WAP as the technologies used [17]. 

 

2.4.1.   Characteristics of the Mobile Phone as a Means of Payment 

Other than the high mobile penetration, mobile phone is widely used as a payment device 

in all over the world due to various reasons. In m-Payment, no separate terminal is 

required since the customer mobile phone it self can be used as the payment terminal. 

Other than those, mobile phones have become an essential and personal life management 

tool in day today life. It allows for voice, data and text communication, more secure 

network compare to internet, mobile operator can act as a trusted party and it is easy to 

operate. 
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2.4.2.   Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) 

WAP was conceived in 1997 when Ericsson, Motorola, Phone.com and Nokia established 

a worldwide open standard enabling the delivery of internet-based services to wireless 

telephones. Users can initiate remote m-Payments with WAP technology, which uses 

wireless communication to access information from a mobile device. WAP is a 

technology which provides a mechanism for displaying internet information on a mobile 

phone or any wireless device. This is done by translating internet information in to a 

format which can be displayed within the constraints of a mobile device. To obtain 

internet access on a mobile device, the device should be WAP-enabled and the web site 

information should be described in WML (Wireless Markup Language) format. A WAP 

gateway is also necessary between the client mobile device and the WML host server, to 

translate the WAP the requests [18]. 

 

 

2.4.3.   Short Messaging Service (SMS) 

SMS is a communication protocol which enables the interchange of short text messages 

between mobile devices. SMS messages can be used for text communication between 

mobile phone users, for carrying queries and responses between the phone user and 

computerized information services, or by the network operator for various management 

tasks. Basically, any information that fits into a short text message can be delivered by 

SMS [18]. To make m-Payments using SMS, the user must set up an account with a 

mobile payment service provider (MPSP). The user then links a bank account, credit card, 

debit card, or prepaid card (funding options vary) to the account associated with his or her 

mobile phone number. 

 

2.4.4.   General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 

GPRS is a packet switched wireless protocol as defined in the GSM standard that offers 

instant access to data networks. The real advantage of GPRS is that it provides an ‘always 

on’ connection between the mobile terminal and the network. Network capacity is only 

used when the data is actually transmitted. However, GPRS will require mobile devices 

that support the higher data rates, and these seem to be the bottleneck to the adaptation of 

the technology.  
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2.4.5.   Near-Field Communication (NFC) 

NFC, the latest addition to the mobile phone technology is a short-range wireless 

technology which enables the communication between devices over a short distance (0 to 

20 cm). NFC uses magnetic field induction as the transmission media and operates within 

the globally available and unlicensed RF (Radio Frequency) band of 13.56 MHz. In m-

Payment NFC technology is used a card emulation where the NFC device embedded in 

the phone behaves like an existing contact less card and transmit card data to merchant’s 

terminal by magnetic field induction.  

 

 

 

2.5.   Barriers and Issues in m-Payment Adaptation 
 

m-Payment issues can be categorized into those related to mobile client, communication 

infrastructure and other technological issues. Mobile client issues are related to the 

security, devices, usability and accessibility. The cost of a payment transaction or 

premium pricing of the payments has a direct effect on the consumer adoption if the cost 

is passed on to the customers. Complexity of the payment procedure, lack of widespread 

merchant acceptance, awareness and lack of knowledge on the payment procedure are the 

barriers in adapting m-Payment services in developing countries [19] [51]. 

 

Infrastructure issues can be mainly due to bandwidth, frequency spectrum, and 

interference issues [20]. Issues in m-Payment applications are lack of standards for m-

commerce between different financial institutions, end to end security, retailer-processing 

center integration problems and lack of payment infrastructure [21]. 

 

 

2.6.   Case Studies 

 
2.6.1. SMS Banking 

SMS banking is the first major m-Commerce application introduced in Sri Lanka in late 

90’s. Today almost all the commercial banks provide this facility to their customers.  
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With SMS banking, customers can access their bank accounts and conduct a lot of 

banking transactions and inquiries through SMS banking service. There are two types of 

SMS banking widely used in applications namely ‘PUSH’ and ‘PULL’. Push SMS is 

sending a message from an application to the mobile phone (Alert). It is a one way 

message. Pull SMS is sending a request and obtaining a reply. Leading commercial banks 

in Sri Lanka such as Sampath, Commercial, Seylan and Hatton National Bank support 

both types of messages where as most of the other banks only support alert type 

messaging [22] [23]. 

 

2.6.2.   eZReload: Dialog Telekom, Sri Lanka 

eZReload service introduced by Dialog Telekom was the first that kind of service similar 

to mobile payment service in Sri Lanka. In eZReload, customer can top up his pre-paid 

mobile account via merchant’s mobile. But the service was limited to the Dialog pre-paid 

account top-up and therefore it was considered as a value added service for the Dialog 

customers only. The model uses here is the same as the m-Payment model. But the only 

difference is in the settlement process which is done by the service provider it self [24].  

 

2.6.3.   eZPay: National Development Bank (NDB) & Dialog Telekom (2007 August) 

By initiating m-Payment service in Sri Lanka, Dialog Telekom together with NDB bank 

launched the first m-Payment application in the region in August 2007 known as ‘eZPay’. 

Today after merely 2 months of launching the service, over 500 merchants and over 600 

customers have already subscribed to this service. The customer has to open a pre paid 

account (eZPay card account) with NDB bank and replace his existing SIM with an 

eZPay enabled SIM to obtain the m-Payment service. The service allows the customers to 

carry out almost all the banking transactions including purchase goods at merchant 

outlets, pay utility bills, transfer money to a third party account and top up or withdraw 

cash from his pre paid account. This service facilitates the transformation of merchants 

and retailers (of varying size and scale) in to electronic payment acceptance points and 

mini-banking points. Merchants, who get the eZPay enabled SIM card, can turn their 

mobile phones into Point of Sale (POS) terminals and utility bill payment kiosks [25] 

[26]. 
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2.6.4.   Mobile Cash – Sampath Bank, Sri Lanka (2007 September) 

Just after the eZPay launch by Dialog/NDB, Sampath bank entered into the m-Payment 

world by introducing ‘Mobile Cash’ service. Sampath Mobile Cash enables the Bank’s 

customers to send money instantly to any person having any brand of mobile phone or 

CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) phone. The system generates SMS messages to 

both parties and allows the recipient to make use of the funds immediately. The key 

benefits of this service are the recipient need not to be a Sampath bank customer and 

customers are not needed to upgrade or change their existing mobile to obtain this service 

[27] [48].  

 

2.6.5. Global Money Transfer Pilot Project – GSM Association (GSMA) (2007 

February) 

Global money transfer pilot project launched by the GSMA enables the international 

migrant workers to transfer or send remittances to their families via mobile phones. 19 

mobile operators operate in over 100 countries along with MasterCard have joined this 

project to develop global mobile payment. Money remittance over mobile phone is much 

faster, secure and cheaper when compared to the traditional methods and it enables the 

dependents that don’t have bank accounts to receive money. International remittances are 

really important to countries like Sri Lanka, as it is already a major source of income for 

the country and a very important factor in the economic development. This initiative has 

already accepted commercially by many developing countries like India (Bharati Airtel), 

Philippine (Smart Communication) etc [56] [57].   

 

 

 

 

 

 


